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Call to Order 
At 9:04 AM, Executive Director Dan Zivkovich called the meeting of the Municipal 
Police Training Committee’s Police Standards Subcommittee to order and asked 
attendees to introduce themselves.  
  
Members 
Chairman Jim O’Brien – AGO; Mike Chapman – Boston; Joseph Vieira – MPA; 
Michael Botieri – Southeast Mass, Brian Kyes - MCOPA  
 
MPTC Staff 
Executive Director Dan Zivkovich  
 
Guests 
Athol Town Manager Shaun Suhoski; Chief Russell Kleber – Athol  
 
Overview of Meeting Agenda 
ED Dan Zivkovich gave an overview of the purpose for the meeting, saying there were 
two issues for the subcommittee to address.  The first issue was a discussion as to 
whether service as a federal agent or federal police officer as a group constitutes 
service substantially equivalent to that of a municipal police officer with a similar level of 
experience as per 550 CMR 3.04. 
 
The second issue was Chief Kleber of Athol Police Department as an individual.  If the 
subcommittee determined that service as a federal police officer was substantially 
equivalent to that of a Massachusetts municipal police officer, then Chief Kleber did not 
experience an interruption in service and nothing further needed to be discussed or 
decided.  However if the subcommittee determined there was an interruption in service 
because federal service is not considered as substantially equivalent to that of a 
Massachusetts municipal police officer, then the subcommittee would need to discuss 
whether it wanted to recommend an alternative training requirement, as permitted by 
550 CMR 3.04, in lieu of the requirement to attend a fulltime police recruit academy. 
 
Discussion 
AAG O'Brien chaired the meeting and began by affirming that the current meeting and 
the previous meeting of the Police Standards Subcommittee held on July 5, 2016, on 
these topics were both open meetings and both had been properly posted. 
 
 



AAG O’Brien mentioned the Somerville chief of police who had been a DEA agent prior 
to returning to Massachusetts, saying that situation was the one most similar to Chief 
Kleber’s situation.  In the Somerville situation, the city was required to provide tutoring 
for the chief to bridge the gap between the chief’s federal training and past 
Massachusetts training and the MPTC’s basic training standard. 
 
AAG O'Brien mentioned that in the July 5 meeting the subcommittee discussed whether 
service as a federal agent alone is substantially equivalent to that of a Massachusetts 
municipal police officer, and the determination was that federal service alone was not 
substantially equivalent.  Nonetheless, because Chief Kleber had previously completed 
a full-time Massachusetts municipal police academy, had worked for ten years as a 
municipal police officer in Massachusetts, and had been with the FBI continuously for 
the past 20 years, it did not make sense to have him attend a full recruit academy.  
Consequently, AAG O’Brien advised that the subcommittee had decided “that is not on 
the table” for Chief Kleber to attend a full academy.   
 
Town Manager Suhoski requested the subcommittee to reconsider whether Chief 
Kleber had an interruption in service in the first place. 
 
Chief Kleber expressed that he was very unique and that the questions should be 
reversed saying that his situation was so unique, it should be considered separately 
from a decision about federal service as a group.  AAG O'Brien asked Chief Kleber to 
"fill in the blanks" as to what the subcommittee would tell others to explain why it had 
treated Chief Kleber differently. 
 
Chief Kleber gave an overview of his service with the FBI saying that he participated in 
OCDETF drug enforcement task forces and in doing so he was responsible for drug 
investigations, budgets, and forfeiture issues.  He offered that it was "just like being a 
local." 
 
There was a discussion regarding federal agents' jurisdiction with respect to enforcing 
state and local laws. 
 
AAG O'Brien said he was most interested in the last five years of Chief Kleber’s 
experience with the FBI where he was on the faculty at the FBI Academy in Quantico. 
 
Chief Kleber advised that he had to “keep up with everything” while at Quantico advising 
that he read the newsletters and legal updates from Massachusetts legal instructors.  
He commented that the United States and Massachusetts constitutions were closely 
aligned.  He also talked about his various responsibilities as an agent, including being 
required to carry a firearm on commercial airlines, having to qualify with firearms four 
times per year, and commenting that he had full arrest powers.  He also commented 
that he had to stay current with national case law with local ramifications and that he 
had a family member who wrestled with opioid addiction. 
 
AAG O'Brien asked about Chief Kleber’s areas of teaching responsibilities at Quantico 
and their relevance to Massachusetts. 
 
Chief Kleber advised that he taught leadership and ethics classes with a management 
perspective.  He also taught new FBI agents.  He added that he expected he would 
need to attend some kind of in-service training; however in talking to recent graduates 



from Massachusetts recruit training, he felt he had the range of knowledge, training, and 
experience needed to do the job, adding that nonetheless, he would do whatever the 
subcommittee decided.  
 
Town Manager Suhoski advised as a layperson he respected the police profession and 
the dedication of police officers.  Also as a layperson, his observation is that Chief 
Kleber should be eligible for reinstatement.  He advised that what distinguished Chief 
Kleber from others is that he graduated from the Massachusetts recruit academy, had 
served as a full-time police officer in Massachusetts for 10 years, had a post-secondary 
degree from Massachusetts, had grown up in Worcester, and then had 20 years of 
experience as an FBI agent who was working with taskforces, teaching other police 
officers, and training Massachusetts police officers.  Town Manager Suhoski asked that, 
at a minimum, the subcommittee limit the training requirements if it deemed there had 
been an interruption in service and tailor those requirements to Chief Kleber without the 
need for thousands of dollar’s-worth of tutoring.  He commented that the many hours of 
training Chief Kleber received in the FBI were as good and in some cases maybe even 
better than that supplied to municipal police officers in Massachusetts and that should 
be considered as well. 
 
Officer Vieira stated that nothing had changed for him between the information and 
decisions of the July 5 meeting and the current meeting.  Based on the information 
provided, he expressed that the subcommittee had looked at Chief Kleber’s credentials 
at the last meeting.  He then expressed disagreement with Town Manager Suhoski, 
saying that he believed there was indeed a separation in service due to Chief Kleber’s 
tenure as an FBI agent. 
 
Chief Kyes advised that he knew and respected Chief Kleber but also advised that any 
decision could set a precedent.  He talked about going to a recruit Academy himself 
many years ago when it was only 12 weeks – but now it is more than 20 weeks – and 
the subsequent years of in-service training required every year as a part of the annual 
40-hour training requirement, which was training that Chief Kleber would have missed in 
the 20 years he was with the FBI.  Chief Kyes expressed, as a constitutional law 
instructor, his disagreement that the Massachusetts Constitution was very similar to the 
United States Constitution, saying the Massachusetts Constitution was more narrowly 
focused. 
 
Chief Kyes recognized and acknowledged Chief Kleber’s many hours of training but felt 
the training itself was different – certainly better in some ways, but still different .  Chief 
Kyes went on to say that the subcommittee had looked at the Somerville decision and 
was trying to come up with a consistent rule for all who were similarly situated.  He 
believes that any other federal agent with no fulltime academy in Massachusetts should 
be required to go to a fulltime academy if they come to Massachusetts.  Consequently, 
the fact that the subcommittee was granting Chief Kleber the opportunity to participate 
in an alternative training program demonstrates that the subcommittee had indeed 
considered his background and looked at him as an individual. 
 
Chief Botieri advised that while he was not at the last meeting he concurred with all that 
was said in this meeting. 
 



Chief Kyes offered that any Massachusetts officers or chiefs who wanted to become a 
DEA or FBI agent would need to attend a full federal academy and would not get credit 
for training they had received in Massachusetts. 
 
Officer Vieira affirmed that if a federal agent has no Massachusetts ties or 
Massachusetts recruit training, then his belief is that the agent should attend a fulltime 
recruit academy. 
 
Chief Botieri advised that being at the FBI Academy in Quantico was not equivalent to 
being an officer on the street and that he was also concerned about setting a precedent 
with respect to PERAC officers returning to duty and other interruptions in service. 
 
Chief Kleber advised that he had indeed attended in-service training during his time with 
the FBI.  Chief Botieri responded that while that is true, it was federally driven versus 
Massachusetts driven. 
 
Town Manager Suhoski thanked the subcommittee for taking the fulltime academy off 
the table.  Although he was not knowledgeable about the reserve basic training program 
content, he asked the subcommittee to utilize Chief Kleber as a new experiment.  In 
other words, he encouraged the subcommittee to consider Chief Kleber first as an 
individual and then afterward to implement a uniform standard for other federal agents 
because Chief Kleber’s situation is unique. 
 
AAG O'Brien then polled the room and asked for the record if there were any changes 
from the decisions made at the July 5 meeting wherein the subcommittee had 
determined that federal service, including service as an FBI agent, was not substantially 
equivalent to that of a Massachusetts municipal police officer and therefore would 
constitute an interruption in service.  He also affirmed the subcommittee’s decision to 
recognize Chief Kleber’s past training and experience in Massachusetts and as a result, 
rather than requiring him to attend a fulltime recruit academy, the subcommittee was 
going to recommend completion of a reserve/intermittent basic training program for 
Chief Kleber to be eligible to exercise police powers pursuant to chapter 41 section 96B. 
 
Requests for Waivers and Exemptions 
The following waivers were unanimously approved to be offered to the committee of the 
whole for final approval: 
 

• Michael Curtin 
• Travis Derby 
• Michael Hunt 
• Bishoy Ibrahim 
• Jason Kushmerek 
• Eric Maynard 
• John Smith 

 
The meeting adjourned at 10:05 a.m. 
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